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I saw them yesterday. Really scary.

Ana Martinez

Hollywood Walk of Fame

Handling the stars for many moons

On Feb 26, 2016, at 4:20 PM, Kiecker, Kaylee

<Kaylee@hollywoodchamber.net<mailto:Kaylee@hollywoodchamber.net» wrote:

Hi there,

I wanted to share with you -
1 have walked back and forth to H&H for media event this week and wanted to mention that

there are very scary, loud guys that hang out around TCL Chinese Forecourt, near the Michael Jackson star. I have been

able to avoid the Blvd for a while so not sure if they are new, but they use DISGUSTING language, are purposely loud,

and very intimidating. They are a group of African American guys who have tattoos on their faces and hand out CDs and

look like authentic gang-bangers. I was nervous for my own safety and saw tourists/families cower in fear as they worked

their way through the group. Wondering if there is anything that I could gain support from our tourism committee on as

this is happening in front of a world renown destination and on our Walk of Fame. Seems like a new group, but again, not

certain.

Kaylee
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Executive Vice President
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Ana Martinez

Hollywood Walk of Fame

Handling the stars for many moons



On Feb 26, 2016, at 4:20 PM, Kiecker, Kaylee

<Kaylee@hollywoodchamber.net<mailto:Kaylee@hollywoodchamber.net» wrote:

Hi there,

I wanted to share with you -
1 have walked back and forth to H&H for media event this week and wanted to mention that

there are very scary, loud guys that hang out around TCL Chinese Forecourt, near the Michael Jackson star. I have been
able to avoid the Blvd for a while so not sure if they are new, but they use DISGUSTING language, are purposely loud,

and very intimidating. They are a group of African American guys who have tattoos on their faces and hand out CDs and
look like authentic gang-bangers. I was nervous for my own safety and saw tourists/families cower in fear as they worked
their way through the group. Wondering if there is anything that I could gain support from our tourism committee on as
this is happening in front of a world renown destination and on our Walk of Fame. Seems like a new group, but again, not

certain.

Kaylee
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Hi there,

I wanted to share with you -
1 have walked back and forth to H&H for media event this week and wanted to mention that

there are very scary, loud guys that hang out around TCL Chinese Forecourt, near the Michael Jackson star. I have been

able to avoid the Blvd for a while so not sure if they are new, but they use DISGUSTING language, are purposely loud,

and very intimidating. They are a group of African American guys who have tattoos on their faces and hand out CDs and

look like authentic gang-bangers. I was nervous for my own safety and saw tourists/families cower in fear as they worked

their way through the group. Wondering if there is anything that I could gain support from our tourism committee on as

this is happening in front of a world renown destination and on our Walk of Fame. Seems like a new group, but again, not

certain.

Kaylee
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